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Action selection under conflict--
replacement vs. suppression of competing response mappings or actions
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Introduction
In our daily activities, we often need to withhold an 
automatic, habitual response in order to carry out a 
desired action.  A key aspect of “Cognitive Control” 
is the ability to flexibly select among conflicting can-
didate responses to a stimulus.
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How do we overcome the  prepotent responses?
Previous work: Replacement model Alternative view: Suppression model

Approach

Using a timed-response (TR) paradigm, we examined how people override a prepotent 
action, in order to generate a correct, deliberate response.

At very low RT’s, participants reliably generate prepotent errors.

The results suggest that a suppression mechanism occurs during response preparation 
under conflict. Our modeling results support this conclusion.

This suppression effect occurred even in congruent trials, implying that the suppression is 
operating at the level of the entire map/task-set, instead of at the level of responses.

Conflict monitoring of responses is unlikely to play a significant role in response prepara-
tion under conflict. (Though may influence response initiation).

Summary and Conclusions

Spatial Condition
Move to location where the stimulus 
appears, regardless of its identity.

Symbolic / Color Condition
Move to location instructed by the stimulus. One 
stimulus (                        ) or color (X X X X) for 

each target.

Conflict Condition
Move to location instructed by the stimulus, 
regardless of where it appears

correct response

correct response

correct respose

incorrect response

Planar reaching movements to one of four 
potential targets
Three different cuing conditions

Participants forced to respond at a 
range of preparation times using a 
timed response paradigm

Fixed
response

time

Variable stimulus
presentation time

The prepotent response needs to be actively suppressed, allowing the correct re-
sponse to be generated. 
Suppression can operate on the entire mapping (representation level), or an indi-
vidual response (output level)

An automatic response is always prepared but is later replaced by a delib-
erate, more appropriate response.
Responses become available at random times, updating the currently pre-
pared response.

(Haith et al., 2017)

(Haith et al., 2016)
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(Ridderinkhof, 2002; Botvinick et al., 2001, 2004)

The pre-potent mapping/response is suppressed.
  - “Other” errors will increase before the correct response is available.
  - Suppression will exibit even in congruent trials;

Previous results:
Spatial-symbol
SOA = 0

Current experiment
Spatial-color
SOA = 200ms
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Averaged data (N = 8) Suppression model

Congruent trials -- when and where does suppression occur?
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ФA: p(A|T) ФB: p(B|T)

Conflict does not exist at either the stimulus (input) or response (output) level.
--> experienced suppression may be due to conflict at internal representation level.

A Probablistic Model for Suppression under Conflict
The probability of generating a response ri, 
given a particular RT, and the probability of 
success, p(s|e) of an event e at that time is

p(r | RT ) = p(r = i | e) p(e | RT )
e

= p(r = i | s) p(s | e) p(e | RT )
e

= Q

How do we overcome the prepotent response to 
generate a deliberate response?
 - Replacement?
 - Suppresion? 
  --> Of what? (response, mapping?)

Do we need a conflict monitoring / control mecha-
nism to carry out deliberate actions?

Limitations: 
Doesn’t fully account for observed time-varying response probabilities.
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Re-aligning the data
Representative subject Group average
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We examined conflict in a 
reaching task between 
symbolic and spatial 
information cuing required 
movement direction

chance
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